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Abstract: In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), the Trust Mechanism (TM) is used to defend against
insider attacks by measuring the trustworthiness of all inside sensor nodes in the network. Thus,
each sensor node with TM observes its neighbor nodes’ behaviors, evaluates their trustworthiness as
numeric trust values, and captures untrustworthy nodes as inside attackers. Although the defense
performance of trust mechanisms can be further improved by sharing the information about inside
attackers detected by TM with all sensor nodes, the detected inside attacker list must be securely
shared with and stored in all sensor nodes in the WSN. However, according to our survey, we observed
that most existing studies simply assume that the communication channel for sharing the attacker
detection list is reliable and trusted even in the presence of inside attackers in the WSN. In this
paper, we propose and implement a proactive defense model that integrates the HyperLedger Fabric
and trust mechanism to defend against inside attackers by securely sharing the detected inside
attacker list with all sensor nodes in the WSN. In addition, we conduct comparative experiments
to show that our proposed model can better defend against inside attackers than an existing trust
mechanism. According to our experimental results, our proposed model could lower the attack
damage (the number of packet drops) caused by an inside packet drop attacker by 59 to 67% compared
to an existing trust mechanism.

Keywords: wireless sensor network; trust mechanism; blockchain; HyperLedger Fabric;
insider attack defense

1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been widely used in various areas such as fire
detection, battlefield surveillance, smart grid, and so on [1–5]. With the rapid advancement of
the Internet-of-Things (IoT) technologies, the computing and hardware performance of wireless sensor
nodes has grown fast, and thus the usage of WSNs will be further accelerated in our lives [6,7].

In WSNs, every sensor node not only acts as a source node collecting data around it but also plays
an important role as a relay node between sensor nodes in the network because of the limitations
of a sensor’s transmission range and energy conservation issue [8–10]. This unique feature of the
WSN makes it more vulnerable to inside threats than other types of networks; the tiny sensor nodes
without advanced, heavy security mechanisms can be easily captured or hacked by adversaries and
then become traitors (i.e., inside attackers) [11,12]. To disrupt or break a WSN, inside attackers
with authorized memberships to the network can avoid traditional security mechanisms such as
cryptographic and access control mechanisms and perform various types of attacks such as packet
drop attacks, packet modification attacks, misrouting attacks, and so on [4,13,14].

Trust Mechanisms (TMs) have been proposed as a promising defense method to counter such
insider attacks [15–21]. In WSNs, TM measures the trustworthiness of all inside sensor nodes in the
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network. Specifically, each sensor node with TM observes its neighbor nodes’ behaviors, evaluates their
trustworthiness as numeric trust values, and captures untrustworthy nodes as inside attackers.
The defense performance of an existing TM can be further improved by sharing inside attackers already
identified by the TM with all sensor nodes in the network since all sensor nodes in the network can
remove the detected inside attackers in advance before they cooperate with the attackers [5,22,23].
Meanwhile, the detected inside attacker list must be securely, reliably shared with and stored in all
sensor nodes in the WSN. Otherwise, inside attackers can recognize that they were detected, and then
they try to hamper or break the sharing process. However, according to our survey, we observed that
most existing studies simply assume the communication channel for sharing the attacker detection list
is reliable and trusted even in the presence of inside attackers in the WSN.

The blockchain technology has been actively used for securely sharing data among peer nodes in
distributed networks such as WSNs [24–27]. The blockchain is a secure distributed ledger that is a
synchronized, distributed storage shared among participating nodes in the network, and it is known
that the blockchain technology can not only tolerate the Single Point of Failure (SPoF) but also defend
against malicious behaviors of inside attackers. Especially, the HyperLedger Fabric is one of the famous
distributed ledger frameworks and provides many security mechanisms such as permissioned mode
of operation, fine-grained access control based on membership service and certificates, and Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI)-based encryption [28–31].

Consequently, in this paper, we propose the HyperLedger Fabric-based proactive defense model
that securely shares the detected inside attacker list and then uses the detected attacker list to better
defend against inside attackers by removing them in advance in the WSN.

The contributions of this study can be summarized as follows.

• We propose and implement a proactive defense model that integrates the HyperLedger Fabric
and an existing trust mechanism with the beta trust model.

• We conduct experiments that show our proposed defense model can better defend against inside
attackers compared with an existing trust mechanism; according to our experimental results,
our proposed model could lower the attack damage (in terms of the number of packet drops)
caused by an inside packet drop attacker by 59–67% compared with an existing trust mechanism.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly overview WSNs,
Trust Mechanism, and Blockchain Techniques including HyperLedger Fabric. In Section 3, we describe
our research problem and the limitations of existing studies. In Section 4, we propose our method which
is a proactive defense model against inside attackers in WSNs by integrating existing trust mechanisms
and blockchain techniques. To validate our model, we implement and construct our proposed model
based on HyperLedger Fabric platform in Section 5. In Section 6, we conduct experiments that show
our proposed system can better defend against inside attacks than an existing trust mechanism. Finally,
we make our conclusions with our future research directions in Section 7.

2. Background and Related Works

2.1. Inside Threats and Trust Mechanism in WSNs

In general, a WSN consists of sensor nodes, one or more sink nodes, and a base station as shown
in Figure 1 and each element has the following roles:

• Sensor Node: A sensor node with various sensing equipment periodically collects data from the
WSN area around its position, and sends the data to the Sink Node (SN). A sensor node consists
of a processor, wireless communication module, power supply device, GPS, and so on.

• Sink Node (SN): A sink node collects data from sensors located in a sensor cluster (cluster A,
cluster B, and cluster C) and delivers them to the Base Station (BS).

• Base Station (BS): A base station acts as a gateway linking to the network (i.e., the Internet) outside
the WSN or a command and control center in the WSN.
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Figure 1. The general architecture of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) (Sensor Nodes, Sink Nodes,
a Base Station).

When a sensor delivers its data to the SN, it does not transmit the data packet directly to the
SN. However, a sensor uses intermediate nodes’ packet forwarding due to its limited communication
range or the energy conservation issue [8–10]. For example, when Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
(GPSR) is used in the WSN [32], a sending node chooses the next-hop node as the closest node to the
SN among its neighbor nodes within the communication range. As a result, as shown in Figure 1,
the routing path from node S to the SN by GPSR is S→ A→ D→ C→ SN. However, when any of the
intermediate nodes (node A, D, or C) is an inside attacker, the packet delivery to the SN cannot be
guaranteed since the attacker can maliciously modify or drop packets [13,20].

As a promising defense mechanism against inside attackers in WSNs, the Trust Mechanism
(TM) using the notion of trust in human society has been actively proposed [5,22,33,34]. In general,
TM works in the following three phases as follows [11,20,33,35–37]:

• Phase 1 (Monitoring): Each node in the WSN observes neighbor nodes’ behaviors and records them;
for example, an observing node records a success for a neighbor node’s successful cooperation;
otherwise, it will record a failure [38].

• Phase 2 (Trust Measurement): Based on records in Phase 1, each node calculates the trustworthiness
of its neighbor nodes. Various trust models such as Bayesian, Entropy, and Game theory are used
to evaluate the trustworthiness quantitively in this phase [11,35,39]. For example, when the beta
trust model [33] is used to evaluate the trust value (T) based on packet forwarding behaviors,
T can be measured as

T =
s + 1

s + f + 2
(1)

where s is the number of packet delivery successes (s ≥ 0), f is the number of packet delivery
failures (f ≥ 0), and 0 < T < 1. In addition, this phase can be improved by considering indirect
trust values (or indirect observations) that can be provided by its neighbor nodes when they can
also observe the evaluated node’s packet forwarding behaviors [5,39]; the measured trust value
can be thought as the reputation value TR. In this case, TR can be calculated by

TR = wDTD +
n∑

k=1

wI,kTI,k (2)

where wD is a weighting factor for the direct trust value TD, wI,k is a weighting factor for indirect
trust value TI,K provided by a neighbor node k, n is the number of neighbor nodes, and 0 ≤ wD,
wI,K ≤ 1.

• Phase 3 (Attacker Detection): According to the calculated trust value in phase 2, the evaluating node
can determine whether the evaluated node is an inside attacker if T is lower than a predetermined
detection threshold (θT).
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2.2. Blockchain Technology and HyperLedger Fabric

Blockchain is proposed as a securely distributed ledger that is a synchronized, distributed storage
shared among participating nodes in the network [40,41]. Unlike a single ledger (e.g., a single server
or database), it is known that the blockchain technology can not only tolerate the Single Point of
Failure (SPoF) but also solve the Byzantine general problem in a network where faulty nodes or inside
attackers reside [42].

The structure of the blockchain is shown in Figure 2 where blocks are connected like a chain
by block hash values [40]. Each block consists of two main parts as a block header and block body
as shown in Figure 2. The block header includes the previous block’s hash value, block version,
Merkle root, timestamp, and so on, and a block hash value is calculated based on the header information.
In addition, the block body has a list of transactions containing data that need to be shared with
nodes in the network. Thanks to this special chaining feature based on cryptographic hash values
of blocks, the blockchain can resist various attacks breaking the integrity of it such as tampering
attacks on existing blocks or maliciously adding a new block to the blockchain [28,30]. For example,
when the attacker changes the data stored in the body of block #1, the hash value of block #1 is changed
accordingly. However, since the hash value of block #2 does not match the hash value of the previous
block stored in block #2, such malicious tampering attack will be detected immediately.

1 
 

 

Figure 2. The structure of blockchain.

There are three types of blockchain: public, private, and consortium blockchain. While the
public blockchain is an open blockchain network in which anyone can participate, the private
and consortium blockchains are the permissioned blockchains in which only authorized nodes can
participate. In addition, there are three representative types of consensus algorithms such as Proof of
Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), and Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) [41]. A consensus algorithm in
the blockchain refers to a procedure through which all the peers in the network can reach a common
agreement on the states of certain data among distributed nodes [37,41]. There are many studies on
advancing existing consensus algorithms in terms of security, fault tolerance, or efficiency [43,44];
in [43], authors proposed a PoS-based consensus protocol in which a meta node can maintain a
consistent sub-chain in the Bitcoin blockchain. In [44], the authors proposed an extended version of
the consensus protocol for consistently extending sub-chains embedded in the Bitcoin blockchain.

HyperLedger Fabric is one of the famous distributed ledger frameworks (Fabric, Iroha,
Sawtooth, etc.), which is developed by the HyperLedger blockchain open source project [29] hosted by
the Linux Foundation. HyperLedger Fabric is designed to develop applications or solutions with a
modular architecture that can plug and play elements such as consensus and membership services.
HyperLedger Fabric is a type of the permissioned blockchain, and Table 1 shows major components of
the HyperLedger Fabric [28,29].
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Table 1. Major components of HyperLedger Fabric.

Component Description

MSP Manages User Identifications (User ID) and authenticates clients;
MSP stands for Membership Service Provider.

Client An application that proposes transactions.

Peer
Commits proposed transactions and maintains its ledger; a peer
endorses the transaction request which comes from the client,
commits the block received from the Orderer, and updates its ledger.

Orderer
Sorts the endorsed transactions received from peers in the chronological
order, creates a block containing the endorsed transactions,
and distributes the created blocks to all peers in the network.

Chaincode
Executes transactions when per-defined conditions are satisfied;
Chaincodes are deployed to all peers at the initialization stage of the
fabric network.

Figure 3 shows how a block is created and updated in the HyperLedger Fabric. As we explained
above, the HyperLedger Fabric is a permissioned blockchain, and thus only authorized nodes can
participate in the blockchain network. Participating nodes in the fabric network can be identified
because they must be registered in advance to the Membership Service Provider (MSP). In addition,
all transactions are encrypted based on the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

Figure 3. Working steps of creating and updating a block in the HyperLedger Fabric [29,31].

• Step 1: The user obtains a User ID with a certificate from the MSP after enrolling in the MSP by
using an application.

• Step 2: The user proposes a transaction to Peers in the network.
• Step 3: Each Peer who received the transaction from the user performs a validation check according

to the endorsement policy and then simulates the transaction with the pre-deployed Chaincode;
at this stage, the ledger is not updated yet.

• Step 4: Each Peer returns its endorsement with the expected result value (Read/Write set) to the
user when simulating the Chaincode is successfully performed.

• Step 5: The user collects the endorsements from Peers, and submits them to the Orderer.
• Step 6: The Orderer sorts the endorsed transactions received from Peers in the chronological order,

creates a block containing the endorsed transactions, and distributes the created blocks to all Peers
in the network.
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• Step 7: The Orderer sends the created block to Peers.
• Step 8: After receiving and verifying the block, each Peer updates its ledger by adding a new

block to the previous block. At this stage, the ledger is finally updated.

2.3. Related Works

In this section, we briefly introduce and discuss existing works related to our study.
First, many studies have proposed defense methods against inside attackers based on trust

mechanism and reputation systems in WSNs as follows. In [22], the authors proposed Group based
Trust Management Scheme (GTMS) in which each node has one of three trust states assigned from
the base station and such state is shared with all sensor nodes in the network. Specifically, first,
each node calculates trust values of other nodes in its cluster. Next, the cluster head collects those
data and forwards them to the base station. Finally, the base station assigns one of the trust state
(trusted, untrusted, and uncertain) to each node, and periodically multicasts the globally assigned trust
state data to all cluster heads. In [23], some special nodes (designated agents) observe the operation
of other nodes by using the watchdog mechanism and calculate their trust values. The evaluated
trust rating is encrypted and broadcasted to their neighbor nodes. In [37], the authors proposed
Consensus-based False Information Filtering Algorithm (CFIFA) to show better defense performance
against bad-mouthing and false-praise attacks than an existing trust mechanism. In CFIFA, inaccurate or
malicious observations information can be filtered out by a consensus algorithm based on a majority
voting method, and thus overall trust evaluation process can be guaranteed. However, the common
problem on these studies is that they assume the network and communication channel is secure and
thus they did not consider a secure propagation method by which sensor nodes can share the detected
inside attacker list or information with nodes in the network.

Meanwhile, in [24], the authors proposed a Blockchain Trust Model (BTM) that manages the trust
evaluation data of all sensor nodes and the detection history of malicious nodes by using both the smart
contract used in Ethereum and Trust Mechanism (TM). They focused on preserving all trust mechanism
records in only cluster head nodes or sink nodes in WSNs by using the blockchain technology, but they
did not study to use the information of detected malicious nodes to proactively defend against them
by sharing the information with other sensor nodes.

3. Problem Description

To motivate this study, by using two attack cases, we explain why the proactive defense method
using the detected inside attacker list is required to better defend against inside attacks in the WSN
even if a trust mechanism is deployed. Consider a simple WSN topology with eight nodes (six sensor
nodes, one sink node, and one base station) as shown in Figure 4; node D is a blackhole packet drop
attacker [36]. We assume that the GPSR routing algorithm and a trust mechanism using the beta trust
model are used in this WSN (see Section 2).

First, we consider the first attack case depicted in Figure 4a. In this WSN topology, according to
the GPSR, node A will choose node D as the next hop to send its data packet toward SN (i.e., the routing
path is A→ D→ SN). Since the inside attacker D is the blackhole attacker, node D will drop all packets
received from node A. Meanwhile, node A’s trust mechanism will detect node D as an inside attacker
when D’s trust value is lower than the detection threshold, and then remove it from A’s routing table.
After that, node A will find another trustful routing path (A→ B→ C→ SN). However, assuming that
node B’s best next-hop is node D by the GPSR, node B will forward A’s data packets to the attacker
node D again since node B does not know node D is an inside attacker; this can be possible when the
attacker node D launches selective forwarding attacks such that node D drops only node A’s packets
but correctly forward the other nodes’ packets toward the SN. This problem can be solved if node A
shares its detected inside attacker list with node B so that node B also removes node D in advance.
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Figure 4. Motivational examples (two attack cases). (a) first attack case; (b) second attack case.

Next, we consider the second attack case as depicted in Figure 4b. In this case, node D drops
all packets received from its neighbor nodes A, B, and E. When node A detects node D as an inside
attacker, node B and E may not know node D is an attacker yet. Therefore, nodes B and E will keep
sending their packets to node D until their trust mechanisms evaluate node D’s trust value below the
detection threshold. However, when node D launches on–off attacks [45] to node B and E, it will take a
significant amount of time for node B and E to detect node D. This problem can be also solved if node
A shares its detected inside attacker list with node B and E.

Meanwhile, the detected inside attacker list must be securely shared with and stored in all sensor
nodes in the WSN. For example, if the whole procedures of sharing the attacker detection list are
transparent to all inside members including the attacker node D, node D will try to avoid such a
situation by modifying or dropping the packets related to the sharing procedures.

However, according to our survey as we discussed in Section 2.3, existing research works did not
well address all of the above problems at the same time. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to use the
HyperLedger Fabric to securely share the detected inside attacker list with all sensor nodes in the WSN.

4. Proposed Method

In this section, we propose a proactive defense model that securely sharing the detected inside
attacker list with all sensor nodes based on the blockchain technique and trust mechanism even in the
presence of multiple collaborating inside attackers in the network. We first show the architecture of
our proposed defense model and then describe how our model works.

4.1. The Architecture of Proposed Defense Model

Figure 5 shows the network frameworks of the existing model with only a trust mechanism and
our proposed model. As we explained in Section 2, blockchain technology provides a trustworthy
method by which sensor nodes in the network can share data securely. Therefore, we design our
defense model by adding a blockchain mechanism to the existing model as shown in Figure 5b.
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Figure 5. Networking frameworks of existing model and proposed model in a sensor node.
(a) existing model; (b) proposed model.

In the existing model, if a sensor (the trust mechanism) detects an inside attacker, the sensor
(the trust mechanism) will report and spread it to other sensor nodes. Such data exchange is performed
at the layer of trust mechanism in a distributed manner in the WSN. As we discussed in Section 3,
such data exchange cannot be secured in the presence of other collaborating inside attackers in the
network, and thus can be hampered by them. On the other hand, by the favor of the blockchain
technology, our proposed model securely shares the detected inside attacker list (or data) with all sensor
nodes at the layer of the blockchain mechanism, which is implemented as a distributed middleware
in the WSN. Thus, by the assumption that the blockchain technology provides a secure data sharing
method, the detected inside attacker list can be shared securely in the WSN employed with our
proposed model.

Figure 6 shows two different viewpoints for the same WSN topology where each sensor employs
our proposed model; Figure 6a shows the general WSN viewpoint and Figure 6b shows the blockchain
network viewpoints. When a sensor wants to share the detected inside attacker list with all nodes in
the network, the blockchain mechanism in sensors will be activated. In this case, we need to view the
WSN as shown in Figure 6b. Thus, in the blockchain network (e.g., HyperLedger Fabric network),
each sensor node in the WSN in Figure 6a plays a role of User and Peer in the blockchain network
in Figure 6b, and the Sink Node (SN) and the Base Station (BS) in Figure 6a plays a role of Orderer
and MSP in the blockchain network in Figure 6b, respectively. We explain how our proposed model
works to securely share the detected inside attacker list to all sensor nodes by using these two network
viewpoints in the below Section 4.2.

Figure 6. A WSN employed with our proposed model. (a) general WSN viewpoint; (b) blockchain
(HyperLedger Fabric) network viewpoint.
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4.2. Working Steps of Our Proposed Defense Model

Consider a WSN with eight nodes (six sensor nodes, one sink node, and one base station) as
shown in Figure 7. We assume that node D is an inside packet drop attacker who tries to drop all
packets received from the node. In this situation, node A captures an inside attacker node D by its
trust mechanism and node A wants to share the detected inside attacker list (data about node A) to the
other nodes in the network.

Figure 7. Description of working steps of the proposed model in a WSN; D is an inside attacker.
(a) step 1; (b) step 2; (c) step 3; (d) step 4; (e) step 5; (f) step 6; (g) step 7; (h) step 8; (i) step 9–10;
(j) step 11.
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To proactively defend against the insider attacker A, our proposed defense model works as the
following steps (Step 1–Step 11) (see Figure 7); (TM) indicates that step works in the trust mechanism
and (HF) indicates that step works in the HyperLedger Fabric Platform of our proposed model.

• Step 1(HF): The administrator initializes the HyperLedger Fabric network of the WSN by deploying
and spreading the Chaincode to all nodes in the network (Figure 7a).

• Step 2(TM): Node A sends its packets to node D (because D is assumed to be the best next-hop)
and then observe’ node D’s packet forwarding behaviors. In addition, neighbor nodes B and
E also observe’ node D’s behaviors and then provide their indirect observation information to
node A (Figure 7b).

• Step 3(TM): Node A evaluates node D’s trust value (TA→D) by using its direct observations
and indirect observations from neighbor nodes B and E by using the trust model (e.g., by two
Equations (1) and (2)) (Figure 7c).

• Step 4(TM): Node A detects node D is an inside attacker when TA→D becomes lower than the
inside attacker detection threshold θT (Figure 7d).

• Step 5(HF): To securely share its detected inside attacker list (node D is an attacker), node A
sends a transaction proposal to all sensor nodes (all peers); the transaction proposal includes the
malicious node ID, trust value, state, and informant (Figure 7e).

• Step 6(HF): All Peers validate the received transaction according to the endorsement policy and
then simulate the transaction in the Chaincode (Figure 7f).

• Step 7(HF): When the simulation result is fine, Peers return their endorsements and expected
result values (Read/Write Set) to node A (Figure 7g).

• Step 8(HF): Node A compares all endorsements and Read/Write Set received from Peers, and then
sends them to the Orderer (the Sink Node; SN) (Figure 7h).

• Step 9(HF): The Orderer creates a new block that contains the detected inside attacker list about
node D (Figure 7i).

• Step 10(HF): The Orderer sends the created block to all Peers (sensor nodes) (Figure 7i).
• Step 11(HF): After receiving the block, Peers validate the block and update their ledgers (Figure 7j).

Now all sensor nodes know node D is an inside attacker captured by node A, and they can avoid
node D proactively and inside attackers cannot tamper with updated distributed ledgers without being
detected by the HyperLedger Fabric in our proposed model.

5. Implementation and Construction of Our Proposed Model

5.1. Development Environment

To implement and construct our model, we used the HyperLedger Fabric for the blockchain
platform and the Beta trust model for the trust mechanism. To install the HyperLedger Fabric, we used
a PC (Intel Core i5-2500, 3.3 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and Windows 10) with Oracle VirtualBox Latest [46]
and Ubuntu 16.04 LTS [47]. In addition, we installed all required packages (HyperLedger Fabric
version 2.2 [48], Docker version 19.03 [49], Docker-compose version 1.25.4 [50], Go version 1.14 [51],
and Node.js version 12.16.2 [52]) to construct HyperLedger Fabric network in the Linux (Ubuntu)
environment. We implemented a WSN with a trust mechanism based on the Beta trust model and the
GPSR routing algorithm by using C++ Programming Language.

5.2. Construction and Initialization of HyperLedger Fabric Network (HFN)

According to the topology of the WSN depicted in Figure 8, we constructed and initialized a
HyperLedger Fabric Network (HFN) as follows; the constructed HFN will be used in experiments later
in Section 6. Initially, we created the basic test-network with two Organizations, two Peer nodes and
one orderer by executing the fabric network creation procedure. After that, by modifying the basic
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test-network, we added six Peer nodes to the network. We designed a Chaincode and deployed it
to the fabric network. Finally, we obtained a User ID with a certificate. Figure 8 shows the created
fabric network where two Peer nodes (each belonging to org1 and org2), a single orderer, and a CA
that manages certificates were created.

Figure 8. The generated fabric network based on the test-network.

Figure 9a shows the result of querying the initialized ledger after the fabric network is created and
the Chaincode is deployed to the fabric network as we explained above; we can see the initial ledger
in each node is set to {“Key”: Node ID, “Informant”: “MSP”, “State”: “Normal”, “Trust”: “0.99”}.
Figure 9b shows the result of querying after updating the ledger by creating a new transaction by
assuming that node 1 detected node 4 as an inside attacker when the detection threshold is 0.7. As a
result, when executing the new transaction, the information stored in the ledger is updated as {“Key”:
Node ID, “Informant”: “MSP”, “State”: “Attacker”, “Trust”: “0.69”}, and other nodes can use the same
information in their ledgers.

Figure 9. The sample result of querying. (a) the initialized ledger; (b) the updated ledger.
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5.3. Managing HFN by Using the HyperLedger Explorer

HyperLedger Explorer [53] is a Graphic User Interface-based (GUI) web tool that can monitor
information such as blocks, transactions, and the Chaincode generated in the fabric network. Figure 10a
shows the main page of HyperLedger Explorer that corresponds to the fabric network implemented in
Section 5.2. We can check the number of blocks, transactions, peer nodes, and Chaincodes that were
created in and deployed to the HyperLedger Fabric network. Figure 10b is the blocks page that shows
the information of each block stored in the ledger. For example, we can see the hash value of each
block and also the previous hash value of block 6 is the block hash value of block 5. Using this tool,
we can monitor and manage our fabric network.

Figure 10. The page views of HyperLedger explorer. (a) main page; (b) blocks page.

6. Experiments

6.1. Experimental Purpose and Methods

The purpose of this experiment is to show how our proactive defense model implemented based
on the HyperLedger Fabric and Trust Mechanism (HF-TMBeta) can better defend against an inside
attacker in WSNs than an existing Trust Mechanism (TMBeta); both defense models use the Beta trust
model-based trust mechanism as described in Section 2.1.

For our experiments, we considered a simple WSN topology with eight sensor nodes (Node A –
Node H) as depicted in Figure 11; we put one inside attacker node D (blackhole packet drop attacker)
and one sink node H. In this experimental setup, node A (source node) continues to generate data
packets and send them toward the destination node H. However, due to the limited communication
range of a sensor node (red line in the figure), node A needs the cooperation of intermediate nodes
between node A and node H. According to the GPSR routing algorithm and the experimental network
topology, the routing path from A to node H will be selected as A→ D (inside attacker)→ F→ H.
We implemented and constructed all required experimental programs including TMBeta and HF-TMBeta

by using C++ and HyperLedger Fabric Platform by considering the sample WSN as we explained
in Section 5.

We conduct experiments as follows.

(1) Node A (source node) continues to create a data packet and send it toward the sink node H
according to its routing algorithm; as we explained, the default best next hop will be node D
(inside packet drop attacker). Node D (as a blackhole packet drop attacker) continues to drop all
received packets.

(2) Node A will defend against node D by using two defense models (TMBeta and HF-TMBeta);
when node A captures node D, node A will find another node by using its defense model and
routing algorithm.
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(3) When node A’s data packet finally reaches the destination node H by completely avoiding the
attacker D in its trustworthy routing path to the destination node H, we terminate experiments
and compare the number of dropped packets produced by TMBeta and HF-TMBeta.

• DP[TMBeta]: The number of dropped packets when TMBeta is used;
• DP[HF-TMBeta]: The number of dropped packets when HF-TMBeta is used;

Figure 11. A WSN application for our experiment.

6.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

To better understand our experimental results, we describe how two defense models (TMBeta and
HF-TMBeta) work against an inside packet drop attacker (node D) in our experiments by using
Figure 12a,b, respectively.

Figure 12. Two defense models in our experiments. (a) TMBeta (existing model); (b) HF-TMBeta

(our proposed model).

(1) When TMBeta is used: If the source node A detects the attacker node D, node A chooses node B
as its next hop instead of node E according to its TMBeta and GPSR. However, node B chose the
attacker node D as its next hop according to its TMBeta and GPSR because node B does not know
node D is an inside attacker detected by node A. This is because TMBeta does not have a defense
mechanism that securely shares the detected inside attacker list with all sensor nodes in the WSN.
Consequently, node B continued to send data packets to node D until node B detects node D as
an inside attacker by its TMBeta.

(2) When HF-TMBeta is used: Like the case when TMBeta is used, if the source node A detects the
attacker node D, node A chose node B as its next hop instead of node E according to its HF-TMBeta
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and GPSR. However, unlike the case that TMBeta is used, thanks to the HyperLedger Fabric
platform of HF-TMBeta, node B already had the detected inside attacker list (i.e., node D is an
inside attacker detected by node A) and thus node B chose node C instead of node D.

Next, we compare the defense performance of two defense models by using the metric DP[TMBeta]
and DP[HF-TMBeta]. Table 2 and Figure 13 show our experimental results when the various detection
threshold values are used (i.e., θT is used between 0.1 and 0.9).

Table 2. Experimental results.

θT DP[TMBeta] DP[HF-TMBeta] ∆DP ( = DP[TMBeta] − DP[HF-TMBeta]) Decrease Rate (DR)

0.1 2731 913 1818 67%
0.2 1216 408 808 66%
0.3 709 239 470 66%
0.4 457 155 302 66%
0.5 307 105 202 66%
0.6 205 71 134 65%
0.7 133 47 86 65%
0.8 79 29 50 63%
0.9 37 15 22 59%

Figure 13. Experimental results.

First, DP[TMBeta] is much larger than DP[HF-TMBeta] for all values of θT. This is because our
proposed model (HF-TMBeta) proactively avoided attacker D unlike the existing trust mechanism
(TMBeta) as we explained above. As a result, HF-TMBeta could save a significant amount of packet loss
compared with TMBeta as we can see the amount of saving packet loss ∆DP.

Second, as θT increases, ∆DP and decrease rate (DR) also decreased. We calculated

DR(%) =
(DP[TMBeta] −DP[HF− TMBeta])

DP[TMBeta]
× 100 (3)

DR can be considered as the amount of dropped packets the existing trust mechanism TMBeta

additionally introduced or the inside attacker D could introduce damage to the network in terms of
packet loss until it finds a completely reliable routing path from the source node A to the destination H
compared with our HF-TMBeta. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 13, DR ranged from 59% when θT = 0.9
to 67% when θT = 0.1 and as θT increases, DR decreased monotonously. When θT is low, the attacker is
not easily detected by the trust mechanism and thus the attacker could launch packet drop attacks
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longer than when θT is high. We note that although a very low θT is not used in real practices,
we conducted our experiments based on various values of θT and showed results for research purposes.

Consequently, based on our experimental results, we verified that our proposed model can
proactively avoid a detected inside attacker and thus improve significantly security and performance
of the WSN.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we proposed a proactive defense model that integrates the blockchain technology
and a trust mechanism against inside attackers by securely sharing the detected inside attacker list
with all sensor nodes in the WSN. In addition, we implemented our proposed model based on the
HyperLedger Fabric which is one of the most widely-used consortium blockchain platforms and the
trust mechanism with the Beta trust model. Last, we showed experiment results that validate our
proposed defense model can avoid the detected inside attackers proactively and thus save potential
damage which can be made by those attackers; in our experimental settings, our model with the inside
attacker sharing mechanism could lower the significant amount of packet drops by an inside packet
drop attacker by 59 to 67% according to various detection threshold values compared with an existing
trust mechanism without sharing the detected inside attacker list.

Our future research directions can be summarized as follows:

• We will construct more realistic, complicated WSN topologies with many sensor nodes on the
HyperLedger Fabric and conduct extensive experiments and simulations by considering various
network performance metrics such as network lifetime, energy consumption, and entire network
packet delivery rate.

• We will study more sophisticated insider threats even in the presence of our proposed defense
model in the WSN, especially advanced colluding insider attacks. By doing this study, we believe
we can find potential vulnerabilities or limitations of our proposed method and improve our
proposed model by considering them.
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